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S"-&('& !6='1$,8 <15 ;5:9-&%%*%0 25* #$%&-() 3%4(9,% 52 1$, 2(&1%*J, G.9-.F
15 ;%& ,1$&=H ^- #$%&-() 1% :5,& 1$, 4:5,% 2*$%-0 `5337 U<$&1 <15) L%., 
25*)%0 &1% &*$5X8 (-0 *%&9*-%0 &5 :$;% <$&1 1$, 9-)(**$%0 ,$,&%* L(*&1( U_(&17 
`(>%*X8 (2&%* <1$41 1% *%&*%(&%0 $-&5 (:4515:$,) (-0 1$, 1%*)%&$4 ,$:%-4% (359& 
#$%&-()= 6, O(;% ,(7, %(*:7 $- &1% 2$:)8 G^ <(, -%;%* &1%*%= ^& -%;%* 
1(++%-%0=H ^- 45-&*(,& &5 O(;%8 L%., &(:>, (359& #$%&-() (:: &1% &$)%8 (, 1% 
&%::, L(*&1(8 %;%- &5 1$),%:2 G<1%- &1%*%J, -5 5-% (*59-0 &5 :$,&%-=H D1$:% 
&1% 2$:) +*5;$0%, :$&&:% *%2%*%-4% &5 O(;%J, 45)$-. 15)% %K+%*$%-4%8 
$-&%-&$5-(::7 *%2:%4&$-. 1$, 5<- $-&*5;%*,$5-8 L%., $, 25*&1*$.1& <$&1 L(*&1( e
<15 1% 3%.$-, &5 0(&% e (359& 1$, +(,&= O(;% &%::, L(*&1( &1(& L%., <(, 4*(h7 
3%25*% 1% <(, 0*(2&%0 G(-0 '() )(0% 1$) 4*(h$%*8H (-0 L%., (0)$&, &1(& 
*%&9*-$-. )%(-& 0*9. (39,%8 3(* 2$.1&,8 ,+%-0$-. &$)% $- /($: 25* (,,(9:& (-0 
45-&%)+:(&$-. ,9$4$0%=[! L%.,J %;5:9&$5- $, ,+%4$2$4(::7 (:$.-%0 <$&1 .%-%*(: 
,54$(: 41(-.%, $- (&&$&90%, &5<(*0 &1% #$%&-() ;%&%*(- $- &1(& 1% *%;%(:, )941 
52 1$, +(,& &5 L(*&1( 5- ( &*$+ &5 &1% :54(: #$%&-() #%&%*(-, L%)5*$(:8
  
 [] S"-&('& !6='1$, <(, *%:%(,%0 5- #%&%*(-J, O(7 UCC '5;%)3%*X CRSR (-0 O(/Q'"8$ 5- C" 
L(*418 CRSR= P41(22%: +*5;$0%0 O% '$*5 <$&1 ;$0%5&(+%, 52 &1% G39,1 ;%&,H $- 5*0%* &5 
45-;$-4% 1$) &5 &(>% &1% *5:%= P%% T(4>-$2%2 C,01=/&"0' Z'80,#(&"0' UM5, 6-.%:%,N B$-%+:%K 
Q0%5- Y$:),8 CRSRX8 !=
 [! `5&1 O(;% (-0 L%., (*%\<%*% &*94> 0*$;%*,8 2$*):7 +*5+5,$-. &1%$* 3:9%F45::(* 
4*%0%-&$(:,8 (-0 &1% 2$:)J, &$&:%8 O(/Q'"8$8 $, L%.,J -$4>-()% ,&%))$-. 2*5) 1$, +*5+%-,$&7 &5 
4*(,1 &*94>,=
a"
45-4:90$-. &1(& 1% 5;%*4()% 1$, ,9$4$0(: $)+9:,% 37 +*(7$-. (-0 *%(:$,$-. 
&1(&8 G<1(& <(, 05-% <(, 05-%= ^ 459:0-J& 41(-.% $&=H[d
L(*> D(:>%* $, 45**%4& &5 53,%*;% &1(& O(/Q'"8$J, +5$-& ,%%), &5 3% 
G759 1(;% &5 2(4% 9+ &5 <1(& 759 0$0 5;%* &1%*%8 (-0 &5 <15 759 (*%8 3%25*% 
759 4(- ,&(*& &5 *%(0/9,&8 &5 *%$-&%.*(&%8H (:&159.1 &1% 2$:)J, %K%49&$5- $, -5& 
(, 2(4$:% (, &1$, 45))%-& ,9..%,&,=[a B%*&($-:7 $& $, ,41%)(&$4 (-0 0%:$3%*(&% $- 
$&, 41(*(4&%*,J &*(/%4&5*$%,8 (*.9(3:7 *%2:%4&$-. $&, G41()3%* +$%4%H ?9(:$&7 (-0 
$&, *55&, $- P&%+1%- L%&4(:2%J, +:(7 .&,('I$ .'0R8 39& $& 05%, )5;% 3%75-0 
4:$41i= O(/Q'"8$ ,944%%0, 3%75-0 D(:>%*J, 9-0%*)$-$-. 4*$&$4$,) 37 )(>$-. 
$& 4:%(* &1(& L%., $, 0%+%-0%-& 5- &1% ,9++5*& 52 2%::5< ;%&%*(-, (& ( #$%&-() 
G*(+ .*59+8H (-08 $- +(*&$49:(*8 &1% .*59+J, :%(0%* T(>%8 ( <1%%:41($*F359-0 
62*$4(- 6)%*$4(- ;%&%*(-= #%&%*(-,J G*(+ .*59+,8H ( &%*) (++:$%0 0%,+$&% 
4:%(* %;$0%-4% 52 ( G.*59+ &1%*(+7H ,$&9(&$5- &5 (;5$0 $)+:7$-. &1(& ;%&%*(-, 
<%*% +(&$%-&, -%%0$-. &*%(&)%-&8 <%*% 5*$.$-(::7 5*.(-$,%0 37 &1% ##6D
(:&159.1 &1% 2$:) 05%, -5& (4>-5<:%0.% &1$,= @1%7 +*5;$0%0 ( ,(2% 25*9) $- 
<1$41 ;%&%*(-, 459:0 U9-X45)25*&(3:7 0$,49,, &1%$* %K+%*$%-4%, (-0 &1%$* 
+:(4% $- ,54$%&7= @1% 5*$.$-, 52 &1%,% .*59+, 4()% 2*5) ( 2%%:$-. ()5-. 
;%&%*(-, &1(& &*(0$&$5-(: &1%*(+7J, 2549, 5- &1% $-0$;$09(:J, ,922%*$-. G(3%&&%0 
( -(&$5-(: &%-0%-47 &5 0%-7 &1% 45::%4&$;% -(&9*% 52 &1% <(* &1(& 1(0 $-/9*%0H 
;%&%*(-,=[S ^*5-$4(::78 &1$, )$**5*, &1% 4$-%)(&$4 45-;%-&$5- 25* %K()$-$-. &1% 
<(* (-0 $&, %22%4&, 5- &1% $-0$;$09(:8 *(&1%* &1(- &1% 45::%4&$;%8 ,5 O(/Q'"8$
  
 [d O(/Q'"8$J, +*5094%*, 9,%0 &1% $)(.% 52 &1% #$%&-() #%&%*(-, L%)5*$(: $- %(*:7 
(0;%*&$,%)%-&, 25* &1% 2$:)8 (:&159.1 -5& &5 &1% ,()% %K&%-& (, Z' 40='&,7= P%% !6$ 
J0557R001 U$N0,&$,8 L(7 C"8 CRSS8 [IF[[=
 [a L(*> D(:>%*8 %"$&'(# %$&$,(' +"5#- UL%&941%-8 'TN P4(*%4*5< W*%,,8 CRRCX8 CIa=
 [S @9*-%*8 M/60$- 08 B5)3(&8 CI[F]=
aC
%K+(-0, &1% 359-0(*$%, &1*59.1 .$;$-. &1% G*(+ .*59+H ( ,9++5*&$-. *5:% $- 
&1% 2$:) /9,& (, &1% G*(+ .*59+H +*5;$0%, ,9++5*& $- L%.,J, :$2%=
@1% ,&*94&9*% 52 &1% ;%&%*(-,J )%%&$-., 3%4()% &1% )50%: 25* 
&1%*(+%9&$4 45))9-$&$%, &1*59.159& &1% 459-&*7 ,5 $& $, :$&&:% <5-0%* &1(& 
,5)% 1(;% 4*$&$4$,%0 &1% 2$:) 25* &1$, +%*,+%4&$;%=[R c3%- T= L9,% ,9..%,&, &1(& 
&1% G*(+ .*59+H 5+%*(&%, :$>% (- 6:4515:$4, 6-5-7)59, )%%&$-. (-08 
&1%*%25*%8 &1(& &1% 2$:) +*%,%-&, &1% <(*J, %22%4&, (, G(- $-49*(3:% 0$,%(,%g :$>% 
(:4515:$,)8 $& $, ( <%(>-%,, 2*5) <1$41 &1% %KF,5:0$%* -%;%* 29::7 *%45;%*,=H]"
@1%*% $, ( ,%-,% &1(& L%., $, (4&$-. (, ( ?9(,$F66 ,+5-,5* &5 O(;% UO(;% $, 
(- (:4515:$4 (, <%:: (, ( ;%&%*(- $- 0%-$(:X8 39& &5 $)+:78 (, L9,% 05%,8 &1(& 
&1% %415 52 &1% <(*J, %22%4&, $- O(/Q'"8$ $, +*%,%-&%0 ,$)+:7 (, ( G<%(>-%,,H 
&5 3% 2(4%0 $, 9-2($*= O(;% 1(, 1$, )5)%-& 52 4(&1(*,$,8 1$, 3*%(>&1*59.18 
25::5<$-. 1$, 0%,&*94&$5- 52 &1% 1$.1F,4155: &*5+17 4(3$-%& <1$41 45-&($-, ( 
+$4&9*% 52 1$, G$--54%-&H 759-.%* ,%:2 U$- &1% <$0%* +*%F#$%&-() ,%-,%X= E% 
(:,5 3%.$-, &5 &(:> (359& 1$, <(* %K+%*$%-4%,8 39&8 9-:$>% S"-&('& !6='1$,8 
O(/Q'"8$ *%29,%, &5 +*%,%-& ( 2(4$:% 4(&1(*,$,= O(;% %-0, &1% 2$:) (& &1% ,()% 
;%&%*(-,J *(+ .*59+ 2*5) <1$41 1% 1(0 %(*:$%* *9- (<(78 ,9..%,&$-. &1(& 1$, 
+%*,5-(: G1%(:$-.H $, 5-:7 /9,& 3%.$--$-.=
^-1%*%-& $- G*(+ .*59+H )%%&$-.,8 -5 )(&&%* 15< ,7)+(&1%&$4(::7 &1% 
2$:) +*%,%-&, &1%) 5* &1% %K&%-& &5 <1$41 &1%7 1%:+ &1% ;%&%*(-8 $, &1% )5,& 
&*593:$-. (,+%4& 52 O(/Q'"8$ (-0 &1% <$0%* 0$,459*,% ,9**59-0$-. &1% ;%&%*(-= 
^)+:$4$& $- &1% 25*9) $- <1$41 ;%&%*(-, 2%%: 45)25*&(3:% %K+*%,,$-. &1%$* 
  
 [R ^3$0=8 CI]=
 ]" c3%- T= L9,%8 !6$ P('1 08 T(#2 !6$ %"$&'(# >(, "' 3#$,"/(' +"5# UM(-1()8 LON 
P4(*%4*5< W*%,,8 CRR!X8 C[[=
aI
2%%:$-., &5 5&1%* ;%&%*(-, $, &1% (,,9)+&$5- &1(& &1% <$0%* +5+9:(&$5- %$&1%* 
05%, -5& <(-& &5 :$,&%- 5*8 9:&$)(&%:78 4(--5& 9-0%*,&(-0 &1%$* +*53:%), 
3%4(9,% &1%7 G<%*%-J& &1%*%=H ^))%0$(&%:7 3%25*% 1$, )5)%-& 52 %)5&$5-(: 
3*%(>&1*59.18 O(;% (+5:5.$,%, &5 L(*&1( <15 ,$:%-&:7 &9*-, (<(78 <1$41 
+*5)+&, L%., e <15 $, &%-0$-. ( <59-0 5- O(;%J, 25*%1%(0 e &5 ,(7 GE5< 
4(- ,1% 9-0%*,&(-0l P1% 05-J& >-5<g ,1% <(,-J& &1%*%=H ^))%0$(&%:7 (2&%* 
9-39*0%-$-. 1$),%:2 $& $, L%., <15 `5337 19., <1$:% L(*&1( <(:>, (<(7=
@1$, ,4%-% ,%%), 9-2($* &5 L(*&1( .$;%- &1(& ,1% 1(, 45-,$,&%-&:7 (&&%)+&%0 &5 
%-.(.% <$&1 O(;% e ,1% $, %,,%-&$(::7 9-(<(*% 52 O(;%J, +*53:%), +*$)(*$:7 
&1*59.1 1$, ,$:%-4% <1$41 )(>%, $& $)+5,,$3:% 25* 1%* &5 %)+(&1$,% e (-0 25* 
)941 52 2$:) ,1% 1(, (:,5 :$,&%-%0 &5 L%., &(:> 5;%* 1$, 5<- +(,&= L(*&1( $,8 
45-,%?9%-&:78 +5,$&$5-%0 (, &1% (90$%-4% ,9**5.(&% (-08 $- &1$, <(78 O(/Q'"8$
(,>, ;$%<%*, &5 (&&%)+& &5 9-0%*,&(-0= ^- +*%,%-&$-. $-,$.1&, $-&5 &1% G*(+ 
.*59+,H U)(-7 52 &1% +(*&$4$+(-&, (*% *%(: ;%&%*(-,X8 &1% 2$:) e $-0%%08 
(*.9(3:7 &1% %-&$*% 45*+9, 52 G45)+(,,$5-(&%H #$%&-() 2$:), e )(>%, $& 
+5,,$3:% 25* &1% -5-F;%&%*(- ;$%<%* &5 3%.$- &5 %)+(&1$,%= ^- 1$, *%;$%< 52 
O(/Q'"8$8 25* %K()+:%8 `*$(- T51-,5- -5&%, &1(& G)5;$%, (359& 1%(:$-. &1% 
+,7415:5.$4(: ,4(*, 52 &1% #$%&-() D(* 3%(* ( 2*9,&*(&$-. )%,,(.%N 759 6(1
&5 3% &1%*%8 39& $2 759 R$,$ &1%*%8 -5< &1(& 759 (*% 3(4> 759 (*% -5& *%(::7 
1%*%=H]C O(/Q'"8$ <5*>, <%:: $- ,5:;$-. &1% ,%45-0 +(*& 52 T51-,5-J, +(*(05K8 
39& 9:&$)(&%:78 0%,+$&% $&, 3%,& $-&%-&$5-,8 *%$-25*4%, &1% 2$*,&=
Z' 40='&,7 45-&$-9%, O(/Q'"8$J, 2549, 5- ( )9&9(::7F,9++5*&$-. 
45))9-$&7 52 ;%&,8 (:&159.1 -5& $- 5*.(-$,%0 )%%&$-.,= #%&%*(- 41(*(4&%*, 
  
 ]C `*$(- O= T51-,5-8 G`(&&:% 2(&$.9%8H A(/P$(']-8 6+*$: C"8 CRSR8 ]C=
a[
45-&$-9(::7 *%$&%*(&% &1% ,%-&$)%-& &1(& G759 1(;% &5 .5 &1%*% &5 >-5< &1%*%H 
U&5 35**5< q5*( '%(:% E9*,&5-J, +1*(,$-.X8 (-0 (, c))%&& U`*94% D$::$,X 
+9&, $&8 G759 05-J& <(-& &5=H E5<%;%*8 &1% 2$:)J, 4%-&*(: 41(*(4&%*8 c))%&&J, 
&%%-(.% -$%4% P() Uc)$:7 M:570X <15 :$;%, <$&1 c))%&&8 (&&%)+&, &5 05 /9,& 
&1(& U(, 05%, &1% 2$:)Xg P() 0%,$*%, )5*% &1(- (-7&1$-. &5 9-0%*,&(-0 &1% 
%K+%*$%-4%, 52 1%* 2(&1%* <15 0$%0 $- #$%&-() 3%25*% ,1% <(, 35*-= L5*% &1(- 
S"-&('& !6='1$,8 <1$41 +*5;$0%, T(4> <$&1 ( :$)$&%08 (*&$2$4$(: %K+%*$%-&$(: 
(++*5K$)(&$5- 52 45)3(& &1*59.1 &1% 1(4>-%7%0 2$-(:%8 Z' 40='&,7 +*%,%-&, 
P() (, ( 0%&%4&$;% +$%4$-. &5.%&1%* &1% +(,& &1*59.1 (<><(*0:7 $-;(,$;% 
45-;%*,(&$5-, <$&1 ;%&%*(-, (-0 37 *%(0$-. 1%* 2(&1%*J, 0$(*7 (-0 1$, :%&&%*, 
15)%= @1% 2$:)J, $-&%-&$5-, (-0 +%*,+%4&$;%8 (, <%:: (, $&, (++*5(418 (*% 
25*%.*59-0%0 $- $&, +5,&%* &(.:$-%N G^- &1% 1%(*&:(-0 52 ( -(&$5-p ^- &1% )$-0 
52 759-. .$*:p ^- &1% )%)5*7 52 ( ,5:0$%*p ^- &1% ,59: 52 6)%*$4(p @1% 
6$(5"'I 1(, 3%.9-N @1% ,&5*7 52 ( 2()$:7=H]I @1% +5,&%*J, $)(.% 52 `*94% 
D$::$, &5941$-. ( -()% 5- &1% #$%&-() #%&%*(-, L%)5*$(: %K+:$4$&:7 +:(4%, 
&1% 2$:) <$&1$- &1% 0$,459*,% 52 1%(:$-. &1(& &1% L%)5*$(: %-.%-0%*%0=
'5*)(- T%<$,5-8 &1% 2$:)J, 0$*%4&5*8 *%2%**%0 &5 &1% L%)5*$(: (, 6)%*$4(J, 
D($:$-. D(:: (-0 ,($0 &1(& 1% <(-&%0 &5 G)(>% ,9*% &1(& +%5+:% 9-0%*,&(-0 
&1% )5)%-&59, %22%4& &1$, <(* 1(0 5- &1% 6)%*$4(- 2()$:7p 39& Z' 40='&,7
  
 ]I L7 %)+1(,$,= @1% &(.:$-%, 25* &1%,% &1*%% 2$:), (*% $-0$4(&$;% 52 &1%$* 45-&%-&= D1%*% 
O(/Q'"8$J, +5,&%* 15+%29::7 +*54:($)%0 &1(& G^&J, -%;%* &5 :(&% &5 41(-.% &1% 29&9*%H U(:&159.1 
&1% +5,&%* 25* &1% ;$0%5 *%:%(,% <(, )5*% 4(9&$5-(*7 $- $-&5-$-. G@1*%% 3900$%, $- #$%&-()= 
@<5 ,9*;$;%0= Q-:7 5-% $, *%(::7 (:$;%HX8 &1% 45+7 25* S"-&('& !6='1$, <(, )5*% 2$-(:8 
*%(0$-. G6 1%*5 52 <(*= 6 4(,9(:&7 52 +%(4%= D$&1 5-:7 5-% 15+% 25* ,9*;$;(:p 1$, ,5-8H 
25::5<%0 3%:5< &1% &$&:% 37 G@1% :(,& %415%, 52 <(*=H P%% 2$.9*%, C8 I (-0 [=
a]
$, e (-0 &1$, $, <1%*% $& 0$22%*, 2*5) 5&1%* #$%&-() 2$:), e (:,5 (359& &1% 
1%(:$-. +*54%,,g $&J, &$)% &5 )5;% 5-=H][
^- ( :%-.&17 T$R Y0,Q !"#$- (*&$4:% 5- &1% )(>$-. 52 &1% 2$:)8 O*= A= 
f5*05- D$::$(),8 ( ;%&%*(- (-0 +,7415:5.$,& <5*>$-. <$&1 ;%&%*(-, $- 
_%-&94>7 <1%*% &1% 2$:) $, ,%& (-0 <15 (4&%0 (, (- 9-522$4$(: (0;$,%* &5 &1% 
2$:)8 %K+*%,,%0 ( 2%%:$-. 52 %K4$&%)%-& <1%- 0$,45;%*$-. &1% 2$:) <59:0 3% 
,15& &1%*%= E5<%;%*8 1% (:,5 45-2$0%0 1(;$-.
(- 9-0%*:7$-. ,9,+$4$5-8 <1$41 (:: #$%&-() ;%&%*(-, 4(**78 3%4(9,% 52 
&1% <(7 &1%7J;% 3%%- &*%(&%0= `9& &1$, )5;$% ,%%), &5 3% ( ;%*7 -$4% 
45-&$-9(&$5- 52 ,5)%&1$-. &1(& 1(, 3%%- 1(++%-$-. (:: (*59-0 &1% 
459-&*7= #$%&-() ;%&%*(-, (*% -5< 2%%:$-. &1(& +%5+:% $- &1$, 459-&*7 
(*% 2$-(::7 &(>$-. ( 1(*08 4:5,% :55> (& <1(& 1(++%-%0 &5 (:: 52 9, <1%- 
<% <%*% $- #$%&-()8 (-0 <1(&J, 1(++%-%0 &5 9, 5- 59* *%&9*-p L7 
5<- 2*$%-0,8 ,5)%&$)%, )7 5<- *%:(&$;%,8 &1%7 ,(78 ,%%)%0 $-0$22%*%-& 
(& 3%,& (-0 ,5)%&$)%, %;%- 4*$&$4(:= @1(&J, <1(& *%(::7 +9,1%0 ( :5& 52 
&1%,% .97, 5;%* &1% %0.% (, 2(* (, 0%,+($* (-0 0$,&*9,&8 (-0 &1(&J, <1(& 
&1$, 2$:) 0%(:, <$&1 $- &1% 41(*(4&%* 52 c))%&&=]]
^ (*.9% &1(& 25* (:: $&, +*54:()(&$5-, (359& G1%(:$-.8H Z' 40='&,7 05%, ;%*7 
:$&&:% &5 +*5;$0% ( ;5$4% 25* &1% ;%&%*(-, $- ( <(7 &1(& D$::$(), ,9..%,&,= ^& $, 
4:%(* &1(& &1% 41(*(4&%* 52 c))%&&8 (-0 &1%*%25*% &1% 2$:)8 05%, ;%*7 :$&&:% &5 
+*5;$0% ( -%< +%*,+%4&$;% 5- &1% ;%&%*(-J, %K+%*$%-4%,= B%*&($-:78 (, A5.%* 
c3%*& -5&%0 $- 1$, *%;$%<8 c))%&& $, -5& G&1% >$-0 52 ,&%*%5&7+%0 #$%& ;%& <15 
1(, 3%45)% ( ,&(+:% $- (4&$5- )5;$%,N &1% 4*(h%0 -9& 4(,% <15 *9-, ()94> 
<$&1 ( )(41$-%.9-=H]! '%;%*&1%:%,,8 &1%*% $, ( ,%-,% &1(&8 :$>% L(*> $- S"-&('& 
!6='1$, (-0 O(;% $- O(/Q'"8$8 1% $, ( -%< ,&%*%5&7+% 52 &1% ;%&%*(- $- &1$, 
  
 ][ T(7 P45&&8 GL$**5*8 L$**5*pH +"5# 40##$'& I!8 -5= ! UCRSRXN CI=
 ]] A5&1,&%$-8 G^- L$00:% 6)%*$4(8H 6[a=
 ]! A5.%* c3%*&8 *%;$%< 52 Z' 40='&,78 46"/(I0 .='B!"#$-8 P%+&%)3%* IR8 CRSR8
1&&+N\\<<<=,9-&$)%,=45)\%3%*&\%3%*&r*%;$%<,\CRSR\"R\[a!"C"=1&): U(44%,,%0 L(7 IC8
I""]X=
a!
-%< 45)+(,,$5-(&% 474:% 52 2$:),N $-&*5;%*&%08 +(,,$;% (-0 9-%)+:57%0= 
c))%&& $, -5& &1% >$-0 52 *%+*%,%-&(&$;% &1(& ;%&%*(-, .*59+, (++*%4$(&%0 (-08 
(, B(*7- T()%, (*.9%,8 $& $, G&1% 9:&$)(&% $*5-7 $- ( ,&5*7 ,9++5,%0:7 (359& 
%)3*(4$-. (-0 1%(:$-. #$%&-() ;%&%*(-,p j&1(&k c))%&&8 <15 :$->, P()J, 
,%(*41 &5 &1% <(*8 $, (::5<%0 &5 0*$2& $- (-0 59& 52 &1% 2$:) :$>% (- 9-<%:45)% 
.15,&=H]d c))%&&J, ,$:%-4% e G759 4(-J& 9-0%*,&(-0H (++%(*, &5 3% 1$, )(-&*( 
e $, %,+%4$(::7 &*593:$-. .$;%- 1$, W5,&F@*(9)(&$4 %+$,50% 09*$-. ( 
&19-0%*,&5*)8 (2&%* 1(;$-. *%(0 ,5)% 52 P()J, 2(&1%*J, :%&&%*, 15)%8 :%(;$-. 
P() U(-0 &1% (90$%-4%X <$&159& %K+:(-(&$5-= ^- (00$&$5-8 1% ,922%*, 2*5) 
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45-,9)%* 2*(90 $-&%-0%0 G&5 0%4%$;% &1% 759-. <15 1(;% -5 )%)5*7 52 <1(& 
6)%*$4( <(, :$>% 09*$-. #$%&-()8H (-0 1% 49:&9*(::7 (:$.-%0 $& <$&1 G&1% ,+$*$& 
52 A53%*& L(++:%&15*+% (-0 6-0*%(, P%**(-5=H L5,& +*53:%)(&$4(::78 1% 
(::%.%08 G(:)5,& %;%*7 $-4$0%-& 4*$&$4(: &5 &1% 0*()(8 <$&1 &1% %K4%+&$5- 52 &1% 
<59-0$-.8 $, 2(3*$4(&$5-8 2(:,%15508 5* 4$-%)(&$4 2(>%*7=HSa `941(-(-J, 
:(-.9(.% $, $)+5*&(-&= GY(3*$4(&$5-8 2(:,%15508H (-0 G2(>%*7H $)+:7 ( 2$4&$5-(: 
%:%)%-& &1(& 1(, (:<(7, 3%%- &1% 7(*0,&$4> &5 3%(& *%+*%,%-&(&$5-, 52 1$,&5*7 
5- 2$:)8 39& 1$, (3,5:9&% 0$,)$,,(: 52 %;%*7&1$-. $- &1% 2$:) (, :$%, U(+(*& 2*5) 
_5;$4J, <59-0$-.X $, $&,%:2 ( <$:29: 2(:,%1550= O$,49,,$-. &1% ;$5:%-& 
0%)5-,&*(&$5- (& P7*(49,% V-$;%*,$&7 &1(& &1% 2$:) 0%+$4&, 39& <1$41 0$0 -5& 
5449*8 A53%*& 6= A5,%-,&5-% *($,%, ( -9)3%* 52 $)+5*&(-& +5$-&,N
  
 S! A$41(*0 c$:%*&8 Gm`5*- 5- &1% Y59*&1JN ^&J, ( M$%8H Y%3*9(*7 d8 CRR"8 6I!g O$(-% D%,&8 
GO5%, H0,' 0' &6$ +0=,&6 08 O=57 :$%lH !6$ >(-6"'I&0' !"#$-8 Y%3*9(*7 I[8 CRR"8 cC= @1% 
G2$4&$5-,H $0%-&$2$%0 37 D%,& (*% (, 25::5<,N _5;$4J, <*%,&:$-. 45(41 0$0 -5& %K15*& 1$, 
,&90%-&, &5 >$:: (, &1% 2$:) ,15<,g _5;$4J, )5&1%* $, 9+,%& 37 1%* +5*&*(7(:g -5 5-% $- &1% 
L(,,(+%?9( 3(* (449,%0 A5- 52 :5,$-. &1% <(*g ,&90%-&, <%*% -5& (&&(4>%0 37 +5:$4% (& 
P7*(49,% V-$;%*,$&7 09*$-. +*5&%,&, 5;%* _%-& P&(&%g _5;$4 0$0 -5& ;$,$& $- #%-9,8 f%5*.$(8 
&1% +(*%-&, 52 &1% 6)%*$4(- ,5:0$%* 1% >$::%0 $- #$%&-()8 (-0 &1% &5<- 05%, -5& %K$,&g _5;$4J, 
45))(-0$-. 522$4%* $- #$%&-() 259-0 $& 9-:$>%:7 &1(& 1% >$::%0 &1$, )(- (2&%* $-;%,&$.(&$-.g 
_5;$4 <(, -5& (,,(9:&%0 37 +5:$4% 59&,$0% &1% CRaI 45-;%-&$5-= P&5-% (-,<%*, )(-7 52 &1%,% 
4*$&$4$,), $- GP&5-% A%,+5-0,8H $- 95":$, .&0'$]- G.3 U,%% -5&% d]X8 I[dFI[S=
 Sd A$5*0(-8 .&0'$8 ["d=
 Sa `941(-(-8 GQ:$;%* &<$,&, &1% 2(4&,=H 
R!
D% )$.1& ,%% $& (, ( .%-%*$4 1$,&5*$4(: )5)%-&8 ( )5)%-& &1(& 4:($), 
$&, &*9&1 37 ,&(-0$-. $- 25* )(-7 ,941 )5)%-&, e &1% &*9&1 &1(& ,941 
0%)5-,&*(&$5-, <%*% 45))5- $- &1% :(&% CRd",g &1% &*9&1 52 41(5,8 
45-29,$5-8 (-0 ;$5:%-4% 52 )(-7 ,941 %-459-&%*, 3%&<%%- ,&90%-&, 
(-0 +5:$4%g &1% &*9&1 52 &1% 1$,&5*$4(: ?9%,&$5-, &1% ,%?9%-4% 25*4%, 9, 
&5 45-2*5-&N D17 (*% &1%,% ,&90%-&, .(&1%*%0 1%*%l D1(& (*% &1%7 
+*5&%,&$-.l D17 (*% &1%7 ,5 4*$&$4(: 52 59* -(&$5-(: :%(0%*,l D17 05 
&1% +5:$4% 3*%(> 9+ &1% *(::7 <$&1 ,941 .9,&5l D1(& $, (& ,&(>% 5- &1% 
,4*%%- 25* 59* 9-0%*,&(-0$-. 52 &1% CRd",l Q2 *%4%-& 6)%*$4(l Q2 &1% 
V-$&%0 P&(&%, &50(7lSS
A5,%-,&5-%J, 2$-(: +5$-&, (*% +%*&$-%-&N $& $, 9,%29: &5 *%0$*%4& &1%) &5 (,> <1(& 
$, (& ,&(>% $28 (, `941(-(- 4:($),8 %;%*7&1$-. 5- &1% ,4*%%- $, 0$,)$,,%0 (, :$%, 
(-0 &1%*%37 +5&%-&$(::7 0%:%&%0 2*5) ( &*9% 49:&9*(: 9-0%*,&(-0$-. 52 &1% 
CRd",= 6- $-&%*%,&$-. 45**%:(&$;% &5 A5,%-,&5-%J, +%*)$,,$;%-%,, (-0 
`941(-(-J, 45-0%)-(&$5- 52 0*()(&$4 :$4%-4% %)%*.%, $- T51- P$)5-J, 
*%;$%< 52 H0,' 0' &6$ +0=,&6 08 O=57 $- &1% 45-,%*;(&$;% T(&"0'(5 U$:"$R= 
P&5-% $-;%-&, ( ,4%-% $- <1$41 _5;$4 .5%, &5 #%-9,8 f%5*.$( &5 &%:: &1% 
+(*%-&, 52 ( )(- $- 1$, 9-$& &1(& 1% >$::%0 &1%$* ,5- $- #$%&-()= _5;$4 -%;%* 
)(0% ,941 ( ;$,$& UP&5-% $-;%-&%0 &1% &5<- (, <%::X8 39& 1% 0$0 +93:$4:7 
45-2%,, &5 &1% >$::$-. 52 ( 2%::5< )(*$-% $- 1$, )%)5$*= P58 P&5-% 4*%(&%0 &1%
,4%-%8 *(&1%* &1(- $-4:90$-. ( 0*()(&$4(::7 9-$-&%*%,&$-. )5)%-& 52 _5;$4 
<*$&$-.= 6:&159.1 4*$&$4$,%0 (-0 0$,)$,,%0 37 D%,&8 `941(-(- %& (:8 P$)5- 
*%(0, &1% ,4%-% (, &1% 0*()(&$4 1$.1+5$-& 52 &1% 2$:)8 (, G5-% 52 &15,% ,4%-%, 
$- <1$41 ( 25*.$;%-%,, &1(& +(,,%, 9-0%*,&(-0$-. 3*%(>, 759* 1%(*&N (:: &1(& 
.550-%,, $- +%5+:% .5$-. 9-*%<(*0%08 <$&1 -5 )%0(:, 25* &1% )5,& ,%:2F
:(4%*(&$-. 4(-05*8 &1% (:)5,& ,9+%*19)(- .$2& 52 +(*05-=HSR P$)5-8 &1%-8
  
 SS A53%*& 6= A5,%-,&5-%8 GQ:$;%* P&5-% (, E$,&5*$(-8H $- 95":$, .&0'$]- G.3 U,%% -5&% d]X8 
IdFIa=
 SR T51- P$)5-8 GD$:0 M$2%8H T(&"0'(5 U$:"$R8 Y%3*9(*7 !8 CRR"8 !R=
Rd
+5,$&$;%:7 *%45.-$,%, ( )5)%-& &1(& (4>-5<:%0.%, &1% 0$.-$&7 (-0 &1% 
,(4*$2$4% 52 (- G5*0$-(*7H *9*(: 6)%*$4(- 2()$:78 +*53(3:7 )%)3%*, 52 
'$K5-J, G,$:%-& )(/5*$&7=H 
_5;$4J, 45-2%,,$5- :%(0, 0$*%4&:7 &5 1$, +(*&$4$+(&$5- $- ( ##6D
)(*41 (.($-,& &1% *%-5)$-(&$5- 52 A$41(*0 '$K5- (& &1% CRaI A%+93:$4(- 
'(&$5-(: B5-;%-&$5- $- L$()$= @1% 2$:) .$;%, :$&&:% (&&%-&$5- &5 &1% ##6D (, 
( )5;%)%-&N (:&159.1 &1% .*59+J, ,$.-$2$4(-4% $, $)+:$4$& $- _5;$4J, 
*%0$,45;%*7 52 +9*+5,%8 &1% 2$:) 2($:, &5 5;%*&:7 0%)5-,&*(&% &1(& &1% +5:$&$4(: 
(4&$;$,) 52 ;%&%*(-, <15 /5$-%0 ##6D 1%:+%0 &1%) &5 0%(: <$&1 &1%$* 5<- 
+,7415:5.$4(: &*(9)( *%:(&$-. &5 &1% <(*=R" '5&<$&1,&(-0$-. &1$, 5)$,,$5-8 &1% 
2$-(: ,%4&$5- 52 H0,' 0' &6$ +0=,&6 08 O=57 +5,$&, &1(& +(&*$5&$,) (-0 (-&$F<(* 
+*5&%,& <%*% -5& (, )9&9(::7 %K4:9,$;% (, &1% 49:&9*(: )%)5*7 52 &1% (-&$F<(* 
)5;%)%-& &1(& 1(, ,$-4% 0%;%:5+%0= @1% ,%4&$5- 5+%-, <$&1 ( :5-. 4*(-% ,15& 
52 ;%&%*(-, )(*41$-. &5 &1% &9-% 52 GD1%- T51--7 B5)%, L(*41$-. E5)%=H
@1% B$;$: D(* (-&1%) *%(,,%*&, &1% +(&*$5&$,) 52 &1% *%&9*-$-. ,5:0$%*, 
0%,+$&%8 5* 3%4(9,% 528 &1%$* +*5&%,& (-0 *%2:%4&, &1% ,%45-0 4$;$: <(* ,&(&% &1(& 
)(-7 3%:$%;%0 &1% 459-&*7 <(, :54>%0 $- 5;%* #$%&-()= @1% ,5-., :7*$4, e
GD1%- T51--7 45)%, )(*41$-. 15)% (.($-8 E9**(1u E9**(1u D%J:: .$;% 1$) 
( 1%(*&7 <%:45)% &1%-8 E9**(1u E9**(1uH e 45))%-& $*5-$4(::7 5- &1% :(4> 52 
<%:45)% &1(& #$%&-() ;%&%*(-, *%4%$;%0= U^& <(, -5& 9-&$: &1% #$%&-() 
#%&%*(-, D%:45)% E5)% W(*(0% $- '%< b5*> $- CRS! &1(& #$%&-() ;%&%*(-, 
*%4%$;%0 ( +93:$4 <%:45)% 15)%X= @1% ,%?9%-4% (:,5 9,%, &1% 6)%*$4(- 2:(. 
  
 R" B1*$,&$(- 6++78 G#$%&-() 6445*0$-. &5 Q:$;%* P&5-%8H 40##0'R$(58 L(*41 I[8 CRR"8 
CSS= 
Ra
&5 :%.$&$)$,% &1% ##6D (-0 _5;$4 $- +(*&$49:(*= 6, O5- _9-h 53,%*;%,8 &1% 
2:(.,&(22 &1(& *%,&, $- _5;$4J, 4*5&41 (, 1% 41(-&, GQ-%8 &<58 &1*%%8 259*8 <% 
05-J& <(-& 759* 294>$-. <(*8H %,&(3:$,1%, _5;$4J, (-0 1$, 2%::5< #$%&-() 
;%&%*(-,J +5:$&$4(: (4&$;$,) (, G*%.($-%0 +5&%-47=HRC ^- 45-&*(0$,&$-4&$5- &5 &1% 
*%(,,%*&$5- 52 )(,49:$-$&7 +*(4&$4%0 $- &1% G,9+%*;%&H 474:%8 &1% G*%.($-%0 
+5&%-47H 1%*% 1(, 1$,&5*$4(: 259-0(&$5-=
@1% 25::5<$-. ,4%-% $- <1$41 _5;$4 (-0 &<5 5&1%* 0$,(3:%0 ;%&%*(-, 
.%& 5-&5 &1% 45-;%-&$5- 2:55* 0%:$;%*, &1% 45-4:9,$5- 52 _5;$4J, +%*,5-(: (-0 
+5:$&$4(: 0%;%:5+)%-& (-0 ( ,9$&(3:% 45-4:9,$5- 25* &1% 2$:)J, (*.9)%-& e
(:&159.1 ,%;%*(: ,4%-%, 25::5<8 &1$, $, &1% *1%&5*$4(: 2$-(:%=RI @1% ,+%%41 &1(& 
_5;$4 )(>%, &5 ( &%:%;$,$5- *%+5*&%* 5- &1% 45-;%-&$5- 2:55* ,9))(*$,%, (-0 
*%2$-%, &1% 49:&9*(: ,1$2& *%+*%,%-&%0 $- &1% 2$:)= ^& $, &1% )5,& *(0$4(: ,+%%41 
.$;%- $- (-7 #$%&-() 2$:) (-0 %22%4&$;%:7 ,9))(*$,%, &1% 2$:)J, *(.%=R[ _5;$4 
,&(&%, &1(& 6)%*$4( <(, :$%0 &5 (-0 ,5:0$%*, 0%4%$;%0 $-&5 G.5$-. C[8""" )$:%, 
&5 2$.1& ( <(* (.($-,& ( +55* +%(,(-& +%5+:%p <15 1(;% 3%%- ,&*9..:$-. 25* 
  
 RC O5- _9-h8 GQ:$;%* P&5-%J, Y$:) 60(+&(&$5- 52 H0,' 0' &6$ +0=,&6 08 O=57N A%0%2$-$-. 
L(,49:$-% E%*5$,)8H $- !6$ +"5#- 08 95":$, .&0'$8 %0= O5- _9-h UM(-1()8 LON P4(*%4*5< 
W*%,,8 CRRaX8 Ca]=
 RI ^*5-$4(::78 _5;$4 <(, :%& 5-&5 &1% 45-;%-&$5- 2:55* 37 A53%*& O5*-(-8 1$, 29&9*% -%)%,$, 
$- 1$, +*5+5,%0 B5-.*%,,$5-(: *9-8 <15 <(, (& &1(& &$)% ( &%:%;$,$5- +*%,%-&%*=
 R[ @1$, $, _5;$4J, ,+%%41 $- 29::N G^J) 1%*% &5-$.1& &5 ,(7 &1(& &1$, <(* $, <*5-.= @1(& &1$, 
,54$%&7 :$%0 &5 )%8 $& :$%0 &5 )7 3*5&1%*,= ^& 0%4%$;%0 &1% +%5+:% 52 &1$, 459-&*7= @*$4>%0 &1%) 
$-&5 .5$-. C[8""" )$:%, &5 2$.1& ( <(* (.($-,& ( +55* +%(,(-& +%5+:% <15 1(;% ( +*590 1$,&5*7 
52 *%,$,&(-4%g <15 1(;% 3%%- ,&*9..:$-. 25* &1%$* 5<- $-0%+%-0%-4% 25* C8""" 7%(*,8 &1% 
#$%&-()%,% +%5+:%= ^ 4(-J& 2$-0 &1% <5*0, &5 %K+*%,, 15< &1% :%(0%*,1$+ 52 &1$, .5;%*-)%-& 
,$4>%-, )%= '5< +%5+:% ,(7 $2 759 05-J& :5;% 6)%*$4(8 &1%- .%& &1% 1%:: 59&g <%::8 ^ :5;% 
6)%*$4(8 <% :5;% &1% +%5+:% 52 6)%*$4( ;%*7 )9418 39& <1%- $& 45)%, &5 &1% .5;%*-)%-& $& 
,&5+, *$.1& &1%*%= @1% .5;%*-)%-& $, ( 39-41 52 45**9+& 39-41 52 &1$%;%,8 &1%7 (*% *(+$,&, (-0 
*533%*,8 (-0 <% (*% 1%*% &5 ,(7 &1(& <% 05-J& 1(;% &5 &(>% $& (-7)5*%= D% (*% 1%*% &5 ,(78 <% 
(*% 1%*% &5 &%:: &1% &*9&1= @1%7 (*% >$::$-. 59* 3*5&1%*, $- #$%&-() (-0 <% (*% 1%*% &5 &%:: &1%
&*9&1= j6 0%:%.(&% ,+$&, $- _5;$4J, 2(4%k ^, &1$, <1(& <% .%& ,$*l 6 ,+$& $- &1% 2(4%l D%J*% 
-%;%* .5$-. &5 :%& &1% +%5+:% 52 &1% V-$&%0 P&(&%, 25*.%& &1(& <(*= b59J*% -5& .5$-. &5 ,<%%+ $& 
9-0%* &1% 4(*+%& 3%4(9,% 759 0$0-J& :$>% &1% *(&$-., :$>% ,5)% &%:%;$,$5- ,15<= @1$, 
<1%%:41($*8 59* <1%%:41($*,8 &1$, ,&%%:8 59* ,&%%:8 $, 759* L%)5*$(: O(7 5- <1%%:,= D% (*% 
759* b(->%% O550:% O(-07 45)% 15)%=H
RS
&1%$* 5<- $-0%+%-0%-4% 25* C8""" 7%(*,=H E% *%&9*-, &5 &1% G:5;% $& 5* :%(;% $&H 
)(-&*( &1(& 1% *%+%(&%0 $- &1% 2$*,& 1(:2 52 &1% 2$:)8 39& *%,1(+%, $& (, +*5&%,&N
G'5< +%5+:% ,(7 $2 759 05-J& :5;% 6)%*$4(8 &1%- .%& &1% 1%:: 59&g <%::8 ^ :5;% 
6)%*$4(8 <% :5;% &1% +%5+:% 52 6)%*$4( ;%*7 )9418 39& <1%- $& 45)%, &5 &1% 
.5;%*-)%-& $& ,&5+, *$.1& &1%*%p j3%4(9,%k &1%7 (*% >$::$-. 59* 3*5&1%*, $- 
#$%&-()=H 6:5-. <$&1 &1% ?9(,$F3(&&:% &1(& 25::5<, 3%&<%%- ;%&%*(-, (-0 
+5:$4% 59&,$0% &1% 45-;%-&$5- 4%-&*%8 _5;$4J, 2$-(: ,%-&%-4% ,%*;%, &5 ,15< 
&1(& #%&%*(-, 6.($-,& &1% D(* *%&($-%0 &1%$* )$:$&(*7 4()(*(0%*$%8 2$.1&$-. 
&5.%&1%* (-0 25* &1%$* G3*5&1%*, $- #$%&-()H &5 %-0 &1% <(*= @1% 2$:) )(>%, 
2$.1&$-. &5 %-0 &1% <(* $- CRaI (, +(&*$5&$4 (, 2$.1&$-. &1% <(* $- %(*:$%* 0(7,=
^- (00$&$5- &5 +5,$&$;% 4*$&$4(: -5&$4%,8 (90$%-4% *%,+5-,% &5 H0,' 0' 
&6$ +0=,&6 08 O=57 <(, ,&*5-.= @1% 2$:) &5++%0 &1% 6)%*$4(- 35K 522$4% $- $&, 
2$*,& &1*%% <%%>, 52 <$0% *%:%(,% (-0 ,&(7%0 $- &1% &5+ &%- 25* &1% -%K& -$-% 
<%%>, 9-&$: &1% 64(0%)7 6<(*0,8 <1%*% &1% 2$:) <(, -5)$-(&%0 25* %$.1& 
(<(*0, (-0 <5- &<58 $-4:90$-. `%,& O$*%4&5* 25* P&5-%= @1% 2$:)J, na" 
)$::$5- 35K 522$4% .*5,, (-0 59&,&(-0$-. ;$0%5 *%-&(:, )%(-& -5& 5-:7 +*52$&, 
25* V-$;%*,(: (-0 &1(& B*9$,% (-0 P&5-% <%*% +($0 25* &1%$* <5*>8 39& &1(& 
)$::$5-, 52 6)%*$4(-, ,(< &1% 2$:) $-4:90$-. &1% 759-.%* .%-%*(&$5- <15 
P&5-% (-0 _5;$4 1(0 15+%0 &5 *%(41=R] A%+5*&%*, ,%-& &5 $-&%*;$%< +(&*5-, 
:%(;$-. 4$-%)(, 259-0 &1% (90$%-4% &5 3% G,9*+*$,$-.:7 759&129:H (-0 
%,&$)(&%, +:(4%0 &1% -9)3%* 52 (90$%-4% )%)3%*, 9-0%* &<%-&7F2$;% (& 
  
 R] O%;$-%8 %"$&'(# (& )* +,(#$- ( .$/0'18 [C!=
RR
3%&<%%- &1$*&7F2$;% (-0 2$2&7 +%*4%-&=R! @1%,% *%+5*&, $-0$4(&% &1(& )(-7 
+%5+:% *%45))%-0%0 &1% 2$:) &5 2*$%-0, (-0 &1(& ,5)% ;%&%*(-, <%*% ,%%$-. 
&1% 2$:) &<$4%= @1%*% <%*% (:,5 ,%;%*(: *%+5*&, 52 +%5+:% *%?9$*$-. &*%(&)%-& 
2*5) +(*()%0$4, (2&%* 2($-&$-. 09*$-. ,4*%%-$-.,=Rd ^& $, +5,,$3:% &1(& &1% 
(&&(4>, 5- &1% 2$:)J, :(4> 52 ;%*(4$&7 &5 1$,&5*$4(: 2(4& +*%;%-&%0 $& 2*5) 
<$--$-. &1% Q,4(* 25* `%,& W$4&9*% e `941(-(- 1(0 %K+:$4$&:7 (00*%,,%0 1$, 
45:9)- &5 )%)3%*, 52 &1% 64(0%)7 e 39& -5& (:: 52 !6$ >(-6"'I&0' !"#$-J 
*%(0%*, 1(0 359.1& $-&5 &1(& -%<,+(+%*J, 0%)5:$&$5- 52 &1% 2$:)= Q-% *%(0%* 
<*5&% &5 &1% :%&&%*, +(.% 52 15< 1$, &<%-&7F7%(*F5:0 ,$,&%*8 <15 1(0 -%;%* 
+*%;$59,:7 ,15<- $-&%*%,& $- &1% <(*8 1(0 ,+(*>%0 ( 1%(&%0 0%3(&% (& &1% 0$--%* 
&(3:% (2&%* ,%%$-. &1% 2$:)= @1% *%(0%* 45-4:90%0N GL(-$+9:(&$-. &*9&1 &5 
+*%,%-& (- $-0$;$09(:J, +5:$&$4(: ;$%<, 0$0-J& 3%.$- $- E5::7<550 (-0 <$:: -5& 
%-0 <$&1 &1$, )5;$%= `9& $- &%::$-. 9, &1$, ,&5*78 L*= _5;$4 (-0 L*= P&5-% 
1(;% .5& 9, &(:>$-. (.($-= ^,-J& &1(& <1(& 6)%*$4( $, (:: (359&lHRa ^-0%%08 5-% 
)$.1& (,> $, &1(& -5& <1(& 49:&9*(: )%)5*7 $, (:: (359&l
H0,' 0' &6$ +0=,&6 08 O=57 *9+&9*%0 45)+:(4%-& +$%&$%, (359& 1%(:$-. 
(-0 <(, (- (-&$05&% &5 &1% <(*J, *%,1(+$-. (, ( G-53:% 4(9,%H $- &1% CRS",=
T(7 B(** 3%.(- 1$, *%;$%< 37 15+%29::7 +*54:($)$-. &1(& G$2 759J;% 3%%- 
:55>$-. 25* &1% 2$:) &1(&J, .5$-. &5 9,1%* $- &1% >$-0 52 +5,&FA%(.(- *(.% &1(& 
  
 R! @5) f*%%-8 GY$:) &1(& m1(0 &5 3% )(0%8JH G.3 !01(78 T(-9(*7 CI8 CRR"8 6C= @1% 2$.9*% 
52 &1$*&7F2$;% +%*4%-& 45)%, 2*5) B$-%)(F,45*%8 ( E5::7<550 (90$%-4% *%,%(*41 45)+(-7= 
@1% 2$2&7 +%*4%-& 2$.9*% 45)%, 2*5) V-$;%*,(:J, 5<- *%,%(*41 U35&1 ?95&%0 $- f*%%-X=
 Rd ^3$0=g c:$h(3%&1 _(,&5*8 GY($-&$-., A%+5*&%0 (& m`5*- 5- &1% Y59*&18JH !6$ >(-6"'I&0' 
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 &(-*1$ 7888'
05S L5S Q";/S'@$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ M1:9,F9: Q9+N5' 78E8$ I)1/$ ;^> 
 =:+F1) P9/ D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##U'
0*@&/^T-,$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 0(+F9)- 0H5F' 78KE$ 39:,9 ;1:(+9$ <=> ;L; 
 B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##!'
0-,.%@ AS54%$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 01.*), %16:*/$ 3)' 78K8 ?15 =:2*G*5> 
 0F(:1 B1C* &(-*1$ "##7'
+'$G58 D"#*, <(551 0'#, JJ$ 54*+(9G *-' %&%' %()*+,*- ./ L*1)2* J' <15C9,15' 
 78ER$ 39:,9 ;1:(+9$ <=> ?(1:5 L9,* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##U'
+'$G5 JJJ$ 54*+(9G *-' %&%' %()*+,*- ./ J*,*) ;9+%1:9G-' 78EE$ 39:,9
 ;1:(+9$ <=> ?(1:5 L9,* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##U'
!"O
9/% +%';'.*$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 01.*), =GG9: =+N*)C9:' "##!$ 39:,9 ;1:(+9$ 
 <=> ?(1:5 L9,* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##U'
+%G%(* L",/ ' C'-*%$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ B*G*: L9)@*/' "###$ T*6 W1)N> 
 ]*(2*(5, &(-*1$ "##!'
+%;#%, ,5 J.H5#$$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ P9).9)9 31::*.1):' 788E$ T*6 W1)N>
 T*6 &(-*1 L)1H4$ "###'
+%,-#. 5H ,/% A%&'-&-* N$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ M1F: 39/G*5' 78E#$ 39:,9 ;1:(+9$ 
 <=> ;L; B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##!' 
+D[$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 01.*), %1):F*GC' "##"$ P*@*)G/ B(GG5$ <=> I6*:,(*,F 
 <*:,H)/ X1\ B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##!'
9/% +";/, A,-HH$ 54*+(9G *-' %&%' %()*+,*- ./ JF(G(4 V9H_C9:' 78E!$ PH).9:N$ 
 <=> Q9):*) B1C* &(-*1$ "##!'
+-G@$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ M1F: ;9+V*:Z(*' 788"$ <HG@*) <(,/$ <=> <1GHC.(9
 I)(3,9) B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##!'
+-1% !S'=%.".;$ &B3' %()*+,*- ./ %9@(- L)**:69G, 9:- =9)1: 0H551' 78E8$
 T*6 W1)N> BP[ B1C* &(-*1$ 788R'
+-..".; 5. :$4,@$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 3(-:*/ ?HC*,' 78EE$ PH).9:N$ <=> 
 Q9):*) B1C* &(-*1$ 7888'
A/'$455$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ B9G =5F./' 78OR$ <HG@*) <(,/$ <=> <1GHC.(9 
 I)(3,9) B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##!'
9/% A"%;%$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ D-69)- ]6(+N' 788E$ P*@*)G/ B(GG5$ <=> 
 I6*:,(*,F <*:,H)/ X1\ B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ 7888'
A"#? Z5 A"#?$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ %9@(- ]*(2*)' "##R$ T*6 W1)N> T*6 &(-*1 
 L)1H4$ "##K'
)]_$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 3,*@*: V1@9+5' 78EO$ I)1/$ ;^> =:+F1) P9/ 
 D:,*),9(:C*:,$  "##"'
! A$'(( C"#&(% 5H D#"%.1*$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 01. <1F*:' 78E#$ 39:,9 ;1:(+9$ 
 <=> ;L; B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##U'
A5$% [".1 5H Q%#5$ &B3' %()*+,*- ./ ;(+F9*G J)*55C9:' 78E"$ B1GG/611-$ 
 <=> J9)9C1H:,$ 788E' 
!"E
A,%'( 9/"* 35W"%$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 01.*), L)**:69G-' "###$ ?1:-1:> 
 P1HG*@9)- D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##U'
9/% A,#'SG%##@ A,',%$%.,$ &B3' %()*+,*- ./ 3,H9), B92C9::' 78O#$ 39:,9 
 ;1:(+9$ <=> ;L; B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ 7887'
9%'$*,%# <5**$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ =G95,9() 0*(-' 788"$ T*6 W1)N> BP[ B1C* 
 &(-*1$ "##K'
9/"#,%%. R'@*$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 012*) %1:9G-51:' "###$ PH).9:N$ <=> T*6 
 ?(:* B1C* &(-*1$ "##7'
95 Q%'( ' Z',"5.$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ ;(+F9*G J)*55C9:' 78EE$ ?*/G9:-$ 
 ?9:+95F()*> B1GG/611- %&%$ "##U'
9/% 9#"4$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 012*) <1)C9:' 78KO$ 39:,9 ;1:(+9$ <=> ;L;
 B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##!'
9#-% <%("%W%#$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ M15*4F 0H.*:' 78E8$ <HG@*) <(,/$ <=> 
 <1GHC.(9 I)(3,9) B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##7'
P.1%#;#5-.1$ &B3' %()*+,*- ./ DC(G* -* =:,1:(1 9:- ;9)/ ?9C451:' 78OK$ 
 [)G9:- J9)N$ ^?> ;J^ B1C* &(-*1$ "##7'
P..',-#'( C'-*%*$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ ?9C1:, M1F:51:' 78EK$ ?9 <)155*$ Q=> 
 JG9,(:HC %(5+ <1)41)9,(1:$ "##!'
9/% I%,%#'.$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 3(-:*/ M' XH)(*' "##K I)1/$ ;^> =:+F1) P9/ 
 D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##O
9/% L'#$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ M1: =@:*,' 788U$ S:(@*)59G <(,/$ <=> S:(@*)59G 
 3,H-(15 B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ 7888'
9/% L'# ', Q5$%$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ DC(G(1 D5,*@*Z' 788K$ PH).9:N$ <=> 
 PH*:9 &(5,9 B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##"'
9/% L'# ', Q5$%$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ LG*:: 3(G.*) 9:- P9))/ =G*\9:-*) 
 P)16:' 78O8$ T*6 W1)N> X()5, 0H: X*9,H)*5$ "##!'
9/% L%',/%# P.1%#;#5-.1$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ 39C L)**:' "##"$ T*6 W1)N>
 T*6 &(-*1 L)1H4$ "##U'
L%(&5$% Q5$%$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ X)9:NG(: M' 3+F9__:*)' 78E8 ?1:-1:> 
 <9)G,1: &(5H9G D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "###'
!"8
L"(1 ', Q%'#,$ 54*+(9G *-' %&%' %()*+,*- ./ %9@(- ?/:+F' 788#$ 39:,9 ;1:(+9$ 
 <=> ;L; B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##U'
L551*,5&=8 7 R'@* 5H 0%'&% ` 3-*"&$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ ;(+F9*G Q9-G*(2F'
 78O#$ PH).9:N$ <=> Q9):*) B1C* &(-*1$ 788O'
9/% M%'# 9/', 9#%$G(%1$ %&%' %()*+,*- ./ M9/ <)9@*:' "##7$ D:+(:1$ <=>
 =)-H5,)/ B1C* D:,*),9(:C*:,$ "##!'
